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A. Open more than enough for tucking. Place ends so two nearer eye are across the lay of rope and the third is behind.

B. Tuck strand 2 under a main strand.

C. Tuck strand 1 under the next main strand, going in where strand 1 comes out.

D. Turn splice over and tuck strand 3 under the only main strand without an end under it, going the same way around the rope as the other two tucks.

E. There will now be one end projecting from each space in the rope. Pull the ends through to give an even tension and a close joint.

F. Tuck strand 2 again, over and under one main strand.

G. Do the same with the other ends. Pull to an even tension.

H. Do this again for a total of three tucks in natural fibre and four in synthetic rope.
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